
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I _____________________ any more decisions.1. (not/make)don't have to make

A strip of marsh ____________________.2. (past/passive/cross)had to be crossed

____________________________________ to a young girl that would
attract or amuse her?
3.

(what/such a man/could/say/?)
What could such a man have to say

You ____________________ off.4. (not/git)don't have to git

I ___________________ into that.5. (shall/go)shall have to go

You ___________________ it?6. (not/do)don't have to do

But at any rate _____________________________________ other
people?
7.

(what right/she/can/disturb/?)
what right can she have to disturb

I don't care if you have two girls, so I _____________________ them.8.
(not/hunt)

don't have to hunt

We _____________________ a little longer.9. (shall/want)shall have to want

I _______________ it before I use it.10. (soak)have to soak

He _______________________ to this matter himself.11. (would/attend)would have to attend

But once destroyed,
__________________________________________?
12.

(what contrition/I/should/endure/?)
what contrition should I have to endure

The young people _______________________ long, for a few minutes
before nine, Jack Wilkinson came hurrying towards them.
13.

(past/not/wait)
did not have to wait

They _________________________ the ships.14. (past/buy/and/collect)had to buy and collect

Besides, he ________________________________ all the time and live
in a bathtub the way I do.
15.

(passive/not/dress up)
doesn't have to be dressed up
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Well, in the first place, you _____________________ any qualification for
any line of work.
16.

(not/show)
don't have to show

I ________________ questions all morning.17. (past/answer)had to answer

But I _______________________ a change of opinion on any matter of
importance.
18.

(not/announce)
have not to announce

He has his motor, his country mansion, his chef, delicate fare, a lordly
retinue of servants-and he _________________ a penny for it.
19.

(not/pay)has not to pay

________________________ so near getting killed when he met one he
liked?
20.

(why/he/past/be/?)
Why did he have to be
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